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Abstract 
Xu, S., The chromatic uniqueness of complete bipartite graphs, Discrete Mathematics 94 
(1991) 153-159. 
This paper is partitioned into two parts. In the first part we determine the maximum number of 
induced complete bipartite subgraphs in graphs with some given conditions. Using a theorem 
given in the first part, we prove the conjecture raised in (1982) that K(m, n) is chromatically 
unique when m 3 n 3 2. 
1. The number of induced complete bipartite subgraphs of a graph 
Given a graph G, denote by f(G) the number of induced complete bipartite 
subgraphs of G. Here we shall determine the maximum of f(G) for several 
families of graphs, including those with a fixed number of vertices or edges. 
Results in a similar vein were proved by ErdBs and Hanani (see [S] and [2, p. 
304]j, Beineke and Karary [l], Moon and Moser [6] (see also [2, p. 3061) and 
Bollobas, Nara and Tachibana [3]. 
As usual, the graph K(p, q) is the complete p-by-q bipartite graph. For a 
vertex x in G, let N(x) denote the neighbor of X, f(G, X) the number of induced 
complete bipartite graphs containing x and G \x the graph obtained from G by 
deleting X. 
Note that if d(x) = a and the maximum degree of vertices in N(x) is 6, then 
f(G, X) d (2” - 1)2? 
Hence, if G has order n, then 
f(G, X) s (2” - 1)2n-a-1. 
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If we add the condition that for every y E N(x), N(x) n N(y)1 2 k, then 
f(G, X) b (2” - 1)26-k-1 < (2” - I)2”+“-‘. (*) 
eorem 1.1. Let G be a graph of order n and let s = [n 121. Then 
f(G) ( 
~ 2” -2”+‘+ 1 ifn is even, 
- 2”-3*2”+l ifnisodd. 
Furthermore, equality holds if and only if G = K(s, n - s). 
Proof. We apply induction on the order. The conclusion holds for graphs of 
order 2. Suppose that it holds for all graphs of order n - 1 and G has order n. Let 
x be a vertex of minimum degree a in G. 
Case 1: ass. 
Then 
f(G) =f (G, x) +f (G\x) 
s (2k-I_ 2*-a-l) + (2*-l _ 2” - 2*-” + 1) 
< 2” - 2” - 2”-” + 1 = f (K(s, n - s)). 
Case2: a>s. 
This follows similarly using ( * ) with k = 1, except that strict inequality 
holds. Cl 
Theorem 1.2. If G is a connected graph with size m, then 
f(G)<2”-1 
and the equality holds if and only if G = K( 1, m). 
roof. We apply induction on the size. The conclusion is true for graphs of size 1 
and 2. Suppose that it holds for graphs of size m - 1 and G has size m. Let the 
order of G be n and x be a vertex of minimum degree a. Then by the inductive 
hypotheses, 
f(G) = f (G, x) + f (G\x) s (2” - 1)2”-“-’ + 2”-” - 1 
6 (2” - 92m+l-a-l+ 2”-” - 1= 2” - 1, 
Furthermore, if the equality holds, then G \x - X( 1, m - a). It is easy to see 
that f (G) = 2” - 1 if and only if G = K( 1, m). Cl 
Now we consider the following problem: For given integers m and D with 
D2 3 m, what is the bound off(G) if IE(G)I = m and A(G) s D? First we give 
some notations. For positive integers d and m satisfying d2 2 m, let m = dq + r 
with 8 s r < d. Then if r = 0, S(d, m) is the graph K(d, q) while if r > 0, S(d, m) 
is obtained from S(d, q + 1) by deleting d - r edges incident to a same vertex. We 
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note that S(d, m) has m edges and the maximum degree d and when 
4 + 1 > d - r, 4 #d - 1 and d #r + i, thele are two different graphs denoted by 
Sjd, m). 
f (S(d, m)) = (2d - 1)(2q - 1) + 2q(2r - 1) 
= 2d+q - 2d _ 2q+l+ 2q+r + 1 
= d-1 (2 _ 1)(2q+’ _ 1) + 2d-‘(2q+r-d+’ - 1). _ 
emma 1.1. If m = dq + r where m s d2 and 0 < r < d, then 
f (S(4 4) sf (W + 1, 4) 
and equaliv occurs if and only if r = 0. 
Proof. We only need to consider that q > 0. Let m = (d + 1)q’ + r’. Since 
dq+r=(d+l)q-q+r 
and 
dq + r = (d + l)(q - 1) + d + 1 + r - q, 
q’ = q - 1 or q depending on whether r < q or r > q. 
Case 1: Osr<q. 
Then q’ =q-1 andr’ =d+l+r-q, so 
f (S(d, m)) = 2d+q - 2d - 2q+’ + 2q+r + 1 
G 2(d+l)+(q--1) _ 2d+l _ 29 + 2(q--l)+(d+l+r-_q) + 1 
= f (S(d + 1, m)). 
Furthermore, equality happens if and only if r = 0. 
Case 2: r > q. 
Then q’ =q and r’=r - q. Therefore 
f (S(d, m)) = 2d+q - 2d - 2q+’ + 2q+r + 1 
<2G+:+u_L .4-i-l _ 24+1 + p+(r-_q) f i 
I 
= f (S(d + I, m)). Cl 
Note. When r = 0, f (S(d, m)) = f (S(d, m) U K,) and S(d, m) U K, can also be 
considered as S(d + 1, m), except that the maximum degree of the graph is d. 
Theorem 1.3. Let m and D be integers with m = Dq + r 6 D2. If G is a graph of 
size m and A(G) s D, then 
f(G) <f (S(D, m)) = 2D+q - 2O - 2y+’ + 2‘j+‘+ 1 
and equality is true if and only if G = S(D, m) for any m s D2 or G z S(D - 
1, m) for m and D such that (D - 1) 1 m. 
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proof. We apply double induction on D and pn. The conclusion is obvious for 
m < 4 and D s 2. Suppose that it holds for m = 1,2, . . . , (D - 1)2 if A(G) d 
D - 1. Now we prove the result for m = 1,2, . . . , D2 if A(G) s D. 
By Theorem 1.2, the conclusion holds for graphs of size at most D. Suppose 
that it holds for graphs of size less than m and G has size m. 
Case 1: A(G) = D. 
Let x be a vertex with degree D and g be the number of complete bipartite 
subgraphs induced by x and some vertices in N(x), h by X, some vertices in N(x), 
and at least one other vertices. Then g s 2O - 1 and h sf(G \x), so 
f(G) =f(G, X) +f(G\x) sg + h +f(G\x) s 2O - 1 + 2f(G\x). 
By the inductive hypothesis, 
f (G\x) s f (D, m - 0) = 2D+y-’ - 2O - 29 + 2r+9-’ + 1. 
Therefore 
f(G) s ZD+9 - 2O - 2”+’ + 29+’ + 1. 
Equality takes place if and only if G\x = S(D, m - D) and G = S(D, m). 
Case 2: A(G) < D. 
If ,W d (D - 1)2, then by the inductive hypothesis and the !emma, 
f(G) sf (S(D - 1, m)) sf (S(D, m)). 
and we get the equality if G = K(D - 1, m) where (D - 1) 1 m. Now we assume 
that m > (D - 1)2 and 4 3 D - 2. Let x be a vertex of G with minimum degree 6. 
Subcase 1: 6 c r. 
f (S(D, m)) = 2D+9 - 2O - 29+’ + 29+’ + 1 
= f (S(D, m - 6)) + 29+‘-*(26 - 1) 
>f (S(Dj m - 6)) + 20B2(2” - 1) 
af(G\x)+f(G,x)=f(G). 
Sghmw 3* 6 3 r. “I-I “. 
f (S(D, m)) = f (S(D, m - 9)) + 2D+9-1 - 2D+r-6+9-1 + 29+‘- 29 
af(S(D, m - 6)) + 272D- - 2D+r4-1 + 2’ _ 1) 
“f (S(D, m - 6)) + 2D-2(2b - 1) 
af(G\n)+f(G,x)=f(G). 
Here if 6 = r or 6 = D - 1, then 
2D-1 _ 2D+r--6-l+ 2r= 2” 
otherwise 
D-t&r-IsD-2, 
2D-’ _ 2D-6+r-1 +2’~2D-‘_2”-2+2r=2D-2+211)2&, 
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Furthermore if S = r or D - 1, then f(G, X) = 20m2(2* - 1) only if G\x = 
K(S, D - 1). Since m > (D - 1)2, it is impossible. D 
Now we considrr the case when m > D2. The results are weak. First we extend 
the definition of S(d, m) for the case m > d2. Let m = pd2 + dq + r where 
@ + r < d2. Then S(d, m) =pK(d, d) U S(d, dq + r). 
Theorem 1.4. Let m = 4p + r, p 2 1, 0 4 r c 3, and IE(G)I = m, A(G) = 2, then 
f(G) sf (S(2, m)) 
where equality is true if and only if G = S(2, m) or G = (p - 1)K(2,2) U C4+r. 
Proof. By the conditions, every component of G must be a cycle or a path. Let 
G = Ci, u l l l uc,up,u l l l U Q. The size of G is c,“=, ia + &,i,. Denote the 
number of 3-cycles by s and the number of 4-cycles by t. Then t <p and 
=2(4p+r)-l+t-3s=8p+2r+t-l-3s. 
Ir^ r = 0, then 
f(G)s8p +p =9p 
and ‘6=‘2 have the equality if and only if G = pK(2,2). If r :* 0, then t - I <p - 1 
and we have the equality only if t = p, I = 1, or t = p - 1, I = 0. That is to say that 
G is isomorphic to S(2, m) or (p - l)K(2, 2) U C4+r. Cl 
The following result is immediate. 
Theorem 1.5. If m =pD2 and A(G) < D, then 
f(G) ~p(2~O - 2O+l+ 1) 
and equality holds if and only if G =pK(D, D). 
Now let us consider the general cases. Let m = pD2 + qD + r where qD + r c 
D2. Then what is the conclusion? It seems that we can make the following. 
Conjecture 1.1. When A(G) s D, (D > 2) and IE(G)I = m, then 
f(G) sf (S(DJ m)) 
and the equality occurs if and only if G = S(D, m). 
,41x! what will be the results if we further assume that G is connected or the 
order of G is bounded by n? We s;il! have much work to do about the above 
topics. 
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2. The chromatic uniqueness of complete bipartite graphs 
Let P(G, A) be the chromatic polynomial of graph G. If P(G, A) = P(H, 3c), we 
say that H is chromatically equivalent to G. If the equality P(G, a) = P(H, A) 
implies that H is isomorphic to G, we say that G is chromatically unique. In [4], it 
was proved that K(m, m) and K(m, m - 1) are chromatically unique. Here we 
prove the conjecture raised in [7], which is now given as a theorem. 
Theorem 2.1. K(m, n) is chromatically unique if m > n 2 2. 
proof. Assume that m 2 n + 2. We know that if P(G, A) = P(K(m, n), A), then 
IV(G)1 = m + n, IE(G)I = mn, G is a 2-connected [8] bipartite graph, and hence 
6(G) 2 2, so if G is not isomorphic to K(m, n), then there must be a positive 
integer k such that G c K(m - k, n + k) under the restriction n + k d m - k. This 
implies that k d (m - n)/2. Note that 
(E(G)1 = mn = (m - k)(n + k) - ((m - n)k - k2), 
i.e., G can be obtained from K(m - k, n + k) by deleting (m - n)k - k2 edges. 
Now we prove that if G isatisfies the above conditions then P(G, 3) < 
P(K(m, n), 3), i.e., K(m, n) is chromatically unique. 
Let U,V be the two vertex classes of K(m, n) where (U( = m and (VI = n, and 
U’, V’ be the classes of G, where lU’( = m - k, IV’1 = n + k. We know that 
P(K(m, n), 3) is the number of ways to color the vertices of K(m, n) with at most 
3 colors. It is clear that we can not color K(m, n) with one color and there are 6 
ways to color K(m, n) with two colors. If we color K(m, n) using exactly three 
colors, we must color U with one color, V with two colors or we must color V 
with one color, U with two colors. The number of ways to do this is 3 times 
u(m) + u(n), where 
So the number of ways to color K(rn, n) with three colors is 
6(2”-’ + 2”-’ - 2). 
The number of ways to color G with two colors is 6, too. The ways to color G 
with three colors can be divided into two parts. One part is formed by the ways to 
color U’ with one color, V’ with two colors or U’ with two colors, V’ with one 
color. By the above discussion, the cardinality of the first part is 
6(2”+’ + 2n+k-1 - 2). 
The other part is formed by colorings such that some vertices of U’ are with 
one color, some vertices of V’ with the second color, and all other vertices of U’ 
and V’ with the third color. We assume that the number is 6X Here C can be 
computed as following. Let G be the bipartite graph such that the vertex classes 
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are also U’ and V’ and Ui E U’ and Vj E V’ are adjacent in G if they are not 
adjacent in G. So the size of G is (m - n)k - k2, and C is the number of complete 
bipartite subgraphs in G. Since G is 2-connected, A(G) < m - k - 2. Recall that 
f(G) denotes the number of induced complete bipartite subgraphs of G. It is 
clear that we only need to prove the following inequality. 
m-k-1 2 + 2n+k--* + 2 < 2”-I+ 2”-‘_ 
Secondly, by Theorem 1.3, we have 
X=f(G)sf(S(m- k - 2, (m - n - k)k)) 6 f (K(k, m - k - 2)) 
= (2k _ I)(2m-k--2 _ I) = 2m--2 _ 2m-k-2 _ 2k + 1. 
Finally we prove the following inequality 
Trn-2 _ 2m-k-2 _ 2k + 1 + 2m-k-l + y+k-1 < 2m-1 + y-l, 
i.e., 
2 m-k-2 + 2n+k--1 - 2k + 1<2m-2 + y-‘. 
Sincen+ksm-k, we haven+k-lsm-2. Ifn+k-l=m-2, then 
k=m-n-lc(m-n)/2, men+2, 
so m = n + 2 and k = 1. The inequality holds. If n + k - 1 <m - 2, then 
n+k-lsm- 3 and m - k - 2 6 m - 3. We also have the inequality. Thus 
Theorem 2.1 has been demonstrated. Cl 
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